where the minimum is taken over all k independent sets {ul, . . . . uk} ofvertices in V(G). We shall show that if G is a graph of order n that satisfies the neighborhood condition
then G = K(1, 1, m, m, m) . If a graph G consists oft vertex disjoint copies of a graph H, then G= tH. Given a graph G and u~k'(G), the neighborhood N(u)={u~ V(G)] uv~E(G)j. We define NC,(G)=min 1 UN(ui)I where the minimum is taken over all k independent sets {ur , . , uk} of vertices in V(G). We shall frequently want to consider the cardinality of the neighborhood union of an arbitrary collection of k independent vertices in a subset Vc V(G). Let Vk denote an arbitrary collection of k independent vertices in V. Then the inequality 1 N( Vk) 1 >s means that the cardinality of the union of the neighborhoods of any k independent vertices in V exceeds s. Let
Introduction
The concept of a neighborhood condition is not new. However, until recently, there were few neighborhood condition type results. In extremal theory in particular, most results are either based on edge density or minimum degree requirements. One of the earliest results of this nature was established by Turan in 1941 [lo] . He established the sufficient number of edges a graph G of order rr must have to ensure that G contains a complete graph on p vertices. In fact, he characterized those graphs which contain the maximum number of edges and fail to contain such a subgraph. Alon, Faudree and Fiiredi [l] recently showed that if G is a graph of order n that satisfies the neighborhood condition
d-2
NCk(G)>~ n, then for sufficiently large n, G contains a Kd as a subgraph. The Turan Graphs verify that this result is best possible. Their theorem can be viewed as a neighborhood analogue to Turan's Theorem. However, it differs from Turan's in several significant ways. One, it is asymptotic in nature. Let k=2 and let G= Cg. Then any pair of nonadjacent vertices are collectively adjacent to 3 n > fn, but a C5 obviously does not contain a K3 as a subgraph. The expression for n sufficiently large means that there exist an no such that if n 3 no, then given any graph of order n, the conclusion follows. Thus, no > 5 in the above illustration.
There have been other recent results involving
Gould and Jacobson introduced a neighborhood condition that was similar to the Ore type degree condition. They were not able to conclude at that time that their result is best possible. But it gives us the following bounds for q. We conclude at this point that
Throughout this paper we shall frequently claim that for n sufficiently large, there exists a real number c such that if G satisfies the neighborhood condition
then for some integer i, IDI 3cina where DC V(G). It is understood that c and ci depend on many values such as the value of k in the k-neighborhood condition, the values of d, m and r or other constants specified in the hypothesis. These values, however, are always fixed and the conclusion only follows when n is sufficiently large.
Our first objective is to verify the claim that our result is best possible if Y= 1,2 or 3. In general, very little is known about the extremal graphs of the K(r, s). However, Kovari, Sos, and Turin [8] determined an upper bound for ex (n, K(r, s) ). They prove the following.
Theorem 3. For r < s,
When r = 1,2, or 3 this bound is sharp. Erdos, Renyi and Sos provided a geometrical construction
in [4] which shows the result is sharp for the K(2,2) and Brown [2] provided a geometrical construction which shows it is sharp for the K(3,3). We now consider the following modification of Turan's graph. Let G be a graph on n vertices. Partition V(G) into d-1 classes which we will denote by vi, 1 ,<i<d-1. For some constant c, let
and let
Using the vertices in Vi, construct Brown's graph. Then, for some constant ci, this graph satisfies the neighborhood condition 
-(d-l)t-(s-t)
(n-:;I)') ( s_t )... (niil-Or;-:-2)6-r))
Since G contains at least cln(dP 'IS copies of K(d -1; s), dividing out multiplicities we have that there are at least cl,+-1)s
Lemma 4. Let d, k>2 and mar >O be positive integers and let G be a graph of order n that does not contain a K(1, r) + K(d -1; m). Let cc be a real number such that 0 < CI < 1.
There exists a real number c=c (r, m, d, k) Proof. Let G be a graph of order n that satisfies the conditions of the lemma. Thus, by Lemma 3, G contains c'ncd-I)' copies of an induced K (d -1; t) for some real number c'.
Let K denote a fixed copy with partite sets ( v 11
Ai={aEV(G-K)Iavi$E(G)
for any u~EK}.
Let C denote the collection of all remaining vertices. Since the labeling of the K's is completely arbitrary, without loss of generality we may assume that IA,I6IAZ16"'6IAd_11.
We claim
Suppose not. Then
IAd_ll a&n-d. 
lAil+lCl+(d-l)tBn-(An-cn").
Therefore, we can conclude that
IN(V,-I)l<~ IAil+(d-2)t+lCl~~n+cn",
i=l which contradicts our neighborhood assumption. Hence, the supposition that
is false and we have IAll<...
Therefore,
lCl>n-(d-l)[&n-cn.](d-l)t=(d-l)[cn'-l].
Thus 1 C ) 2 clna for some real number c1 pn-(d-l-j)cn"-~IAl
Finally, this implies that 
ICI. ","
(pm-mm+ 1)
Proof. Let Y' be any collection of pm sets in 9. Partition the elements in C as follows.
Given CEC, let c~ Ai, 0 <i < pm, if c is contained in exactly i of the pm sets in 9'. Since ISl>ilCl for each Sin Y',
Let A=U,rrmAi and B=ui"l-_' Ai. Then mICI<pmIAI+(m-l)lBI, which implies )CI<(pm-m+l)lAI, since IBl=ICI-IAl. Thus,
The number of ways the elements of A can be contained in the intersection of some collection of m sets of 9" is given by Proof. Let G be a graph of order n that satisfies the neighborhood condition
NC,>Hn+cn"
and does not contain a K(l;r)+K(d-l;m) . By Lemma 3, for sufficiently large n, G contains uln (d-l) t induced copies of a K (d -1; t) for some real number a, and any fixed integer t. Let K denote a fixed K(d -1; t) with partite sets (Vili=l,..., Thus K'=K(l; t) +K(d-2; km) Let UEI and make the following observations. Since UE~, U~lj for every j, 1 ,< j<m. For each fixed j, u has at least one adjacency among the k vertices in Wji for every i, 2 <i < d -1. Since this is true for every j, 1 < ,j < m, u has at least m adjacencies in each Vi'. Thus, associated with each u~l, there is at least one K(d -2; m) It still remains to be determined how many copies, either distinct or disjoint, the graph G of order n contains when it satisfies the conditions of Theorem A. A fairly straightforward argument shows that if E > 0, there must be at least nE disjoint copies of a K( 1; r) + K(d -1; m) contained in G. Since neighborhood condition type results are distinct from edge density type results, there are many other interesting open problems.
